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1 Background and Context
The power sector faces multiple challenges including burgeoning financial losses, inefficiencies
in power generation and power purchase planning and tariffs not being commensurate to
costs. Additionally, emerging trends make it more difficult to ensure power sector utilities are
able to provide reliable, affordable access for all. With rising cost of supply, uncertainty in
demand, falling prices of renewable energy sources utility business models are at a cross-roads
and it is pertinent to discuss various policy and regulatory responses to emerging trends.
Revenue and Tariff Analysis for Electric Utilities (RATE) model can be a crucial tool in this
context. RATE is a dynamic, sense making model which helps understand the cumulative, order
of magnitude impact of various trends, regulatory/policy decisions, especially on the finances of
the utilities. The model was initially developed by Prayas (Energy Group) or PEG for the state of
Maharashtra. Subsequently, PEG customised the model for Andhra Pradesh at the request of,
and with inputs and assistance from, the Andhra Pradesh Electricity Regulatory Commission
(APERC).
This manual provides a brief overview of the structure of the RATE model for AP, henceforth
referred to as RATE-AP, and details the various functions of the model. Further, the manual also
has detailed descriptions and examples of how to input and change parameters and values in
the model to aid users. In order to demonstrate the utility of the model, PEG ran a few example
scenarios. These scenarios, together with the associated assumptions and results, are not
prescriptive and are instead meant to showcase the type and range of analyses possible with
RATE-AP.
In addition to this document, a short presentation was made to the APERC on the 29th of
January 2018. Together they form the reference documentation for the RATE-AP model.

2 About Revenue and Tariff Analysis for Electric Utilities (RATE)
RATE is a spread sheet based transparent model which has been developed by Prayas (Energy
Group) or PEG. It is a sense making model to help policy makers and regulators get a better
understanding of the impact of various possible trends, changes and policy responses. The
model has provisions for disaggregated inputs for various components of utility operations. It is
structured to assess impacts of changes, especially cumulative impacts of changes on key
financial and performance parameters on a medium term horizon i.e-five to seven years.
In a time of uncertainty, the objective of the RATE model is to provide early warning signals for
areas which need attention. Sense making based on the model can also help avoid adverse
impact due to impending changes by informing adequate policy responses. RATE can be used to
explore possible options for efficiency improvements and operations, evaluate the impact of
innovative proposals and regulatory changes. Additionally, one of the key uses of the RATE
1
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model could be to set expectations among various actors and build consensus regarding various
policy and regulatory options.

3 Key Features
Following are some of the features of RATE-AP:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

i.
j.

Station-wise disaggregation of generation and costs for power procurement
Reconciliation of RE capacity addition with RPO targets
Annual order of magnitude estimates for backing down in the face of surplus
Options for purchase/sale in case of annual shortage/surplus
Separate treatment for DISCOMs in Andhra Pradesh, namely APEPDCL and APSPDCL
Category wise, voltage wise, sales and revenue from tariff estimates
Option to input tariff increase and change tariff design
Category wise sales migration due to Open Access, Captive from renewable and
conventional generators as well as rooftop solar. It also includes estimation of revenue
from charges
Capital expenditure estimation based on tariff regulations and Operation and
Maintenance expenses estimated based on past trends.
All inputs are given and all results are reported on an annual basis for a five year time
period.

RATE is not designed for analysis of diurnal and seasonal variations in demand and supply
(such as changes in load profile due to use of energy efficient appliances, ToD tariffs or sales
migration due to short term open access), which are better analysed with production cost
simulation models. RATE is also not intended to replace the ARR models used by the regulatory
commission or utilities, which are more accurate and relevant for periodic tariff revision. RATEAP does not focus on transmission and hence analysis on transmission pricing and investment
is not possible with the model.
Even so, RATE can offer useful insights on cost impacts and impact of financial losses to due
changes in sales mix, tariff design, generation mix, backing down of contracted capacity, fuel
cost escalation, and capacity addition. It is a dynamic and active tool and thus should be
updated to account for latest policy and regulatory changes, price trends and sales migration
on a periodic basis.
The period for the analysis is from 2016-17 to 2021-22. The model relies on historical data,
existing policies, regulations and future expectations in order to determine likely future trends
and design scenarios for this time period. As the model is designed to be dynamic, the time
period can be extended as well.
2
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4 Model Structure
As the Andhra Pradesh power sector has a single buyer model with the DISCOMs being
allocated power, the treatment for the power procurement business and the distribution
business are distinct. The energy procurement and the costs incurred as a consequence are
estimated together for both DISCOMs and is then allocated to each DISCOM. This includes
power procurement from Andhra Pradesh Power Generation Corporation (APGENCO), Central
Sector Generating Stations (NTPC, NHPC etc.) as well as Independent Power Producers with
cost-plus and competitively bid tariffs. The procured power and costs are then allocated to the
DISCOMs, Southern Power Distribution Corporation of Andhra Pradesh Limited (SPDCL) and
Eastern Power Distribution Corporation of Andhra Pradesh Limited (EPDCL). The sales, revenue
and distribution costs for the SPDCL and EPDCL are estimated separately in the model. Thus,
RATE-AP provides the Aggregate Revenue Requirement (ARR), cumulative revenue gaps for
SPDCL and EPDCL separately.
4.1 Model conventions used in RATE-AP
The sheets in the model have blue, grey, and white cells. Blue cells are those which can be used
by the user to input values. The input values can be escalation rates, growth rates, multipliers,
or numerical values, which can be changed. Grey cells are input value cells as well, but contain
historical values (values that essentially will not change in the future). White cells (and cells of
any other colour) in the model contain formulae. This has been summarised in Table 1.
Table 1: Functions of different types of cells in the Model
Cell Type in Model
Blue Cells
Grey Cells
White Cells

Function
Input Values
Input historical values
Output Values

4.2 Brief Overview
Figure 1 depicts the structure of the model. Table 2 provides a brief overview of the various
parameters and features related to the blocks depicted in the structure, and maps the blocks to
sheets in RATE-AP.
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Figure 1: Structure of RATE-AP

Table 2: Structure of RATE-AP
BLOCK

DESCRIPTION/PARAMETERS


Overview


Sales



Corresponding Sheets in the Model

Index of sheets, Structure
outline
Definitions and Notes

Index
A| Definition and notes
B| Discom Summary
C| PP Summary

Category wise, voltage wise
projections
Sales migration through open
access, captive and rooftop
solar

S1| SP Sales and Migration
E1| EP Sales and Migration
S2| SP Migration Option Rates
E2| EP Migration Option Rates
H3| Open Access Calculator
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Power
Procurement






Power surplus /shortage based
on procurement, voltage wise
losses
RPO requirement and
assessment of excess/shortfall
capacity addition
Sale of surplus power/
purchase of short term power

S5| SP Energy Accounting
E5| EP Energy Accounting





Capital Expenditure
Operation and Maintenance
Other expenses

S4| SP Distribution Cost
E4| EP Distribution Cost



Revenue from retail tariffs
based on tariff projections,
tariff design
Separate estimation of
category wise fixed and
variable costs, revenue from
sales migration
Revenue gap carry forward
with applicable carrying cost

S3| SP Revenue
E3| EP Revenue
S6| SP ARR
E6| EP ARR
H4| Cross Subsidy Calculator



Energy
Accounting



Distribution
costs

Revenue and
Tariffs

Station-wise capacity,
generation and cost
Disaggregated fuel costs
Backing down by adjustment of
PLFs

P0| PP Assumptions
P1| PP All
P2| GenCo Thermal
P3| GenCo Hydro
P4| Central
P5| Private
P6| NCE
H1| Backdown Helper
H2| RPO





The station-wise or unit-wise power procurement and the costs for the same are detailed in
the sheets named “P2| Genco Thermal”, “P3| PP Genco Hydro”, “P4| PP Central”, “P5| PP
Private” and “P6| PP NCE”. This is described in greater detail in sections 5.1 to 5.3.
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The estimation of future sales for SPDCL and EPDCL after considering sales growth rates, sales
migration via open access and captive options are carried out in sheets named “S1 | SP Sales”
and Migration for SPDCL and “E1 | EP Sales and Migration” for EPDCL. The sales for small,
medium and large consumers in each category is projected separately based on assumed
growth rates and assumed migration of sales in each year. The assumptions for Cross Subsidy
Surcharge (CSS), additional surcharge, wheeling charges and concessions provided for
renewable energy open access can be specified in the sheets named “S2 | SP Migration Option
Rates” for SPDCL and “E2 ׀EP Migration Option Rates” for EPDCL. Based on the charges
specified, the revenue earned due to sales migration charges is also estimated in the Sales and
Migration sheets. This is described in greater detail in section 5.4.4.
The energy accounting sheets, named “S5 ׀SP Energy Accounting” for SPDCL and “E5 ׀EP Energy
Accounting” for EPDCL perform multiple functions in the model as detailed below:
a.

Estimation of total energy requirement give T&D losses: Based on the sales
considered, the energy requirement is estimated given inputs for inter-state and intrastate transmission losses and applicable distribution losses.
b. Surplus/Shortages and their treatment: Given the energy requirement and the
apportioned power procurement for EPDCL and SPDCL, the energy accounting sheets
estimate the energy surplus which needs to be addressed via the sale of surplus
power, the short term power purchase needed to address shortages or the load
shedding needed in the absence of such purchases. Based on the considered quantum
and assumed price of purchase or sale through trading licensees, power exchanges or
settlements via the DSM mechanism, the revenue from sale of surplus or the cost of
short term power purchase is also estimated. Surplus power can also be addressed
through backing down of thermal power plants and this is done by adjusting PLFs in
the power procurement sheets. This is described in greater detail in sections 5.3.2 and
5.3.3.
c. RPO compliance and its impact: Based on the energy requirement or consumption
estimated and the procurement of renewable energy power estimated in “P6 ׀PP NCE”
sheets, RATE-AP also calculates additional REC purchase requirement and cost of RPO
compliance.
d. Estimation of transmission costs: The applicable transmission costs are estimated
based on the energy wheeled using the intra-state and inter-state transmission
network and an assumed per unit intra-state or inter-state transmission charge, which
can be specified in this sheet.
The energy accounting sheet is described in greater detail in Section 5.5.
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The distribution costs, notably the capital expenses and the operation and maintenance
expenses are estimated in the sheet named “S4 ׀SP Distribution Cost” for SPDCL and “E4 ׀EP
Distribution Cost” for EPDCL. The estimation is based on APERC Regulations and historical
trends. This is described in detail in Section 5.6
Distribution companies are able to recover revenue from various sources to meet their growing
expenses. The primary source of revenue is the revenue from retail tariffs charged to
consumers of the DISCOM. In the sheets named “S3 ׀SP Revenue” for SPDCL and “E3 ׀EP
Revenue” for EPDCL the user can estimate:
a.

Revenue from retail tariffs: The category-wise average tariffs for small, medium and
large consumers can be specified for the base and subsequent years. Adjustments to
the average category-wise tariffs can also be used to change the cross subsidy design.
Based on the sales and the average tariff, category-wise revenue from retail tariffs is
estimated. In addition, users can specify the proportion of revenue recovered from
fixed charges and energy charges whose adjustment can also change the tariff design.
b. Non-tariff income: There is provision for estimating non-tariff incomes and these are
projected based on growth rates entered by the user
c. Revenue from subsidies: Revenue from government subsidy is an input for each
DISCOM and can be specified on an annual basis.
d. Revenue gaps and associated carrying costs: Revenue from retail tariffs, subsidies and
non-tariff income is estimated in various “revenue” sheets. This is added to the
revenue from sales migration estimated in the Sales and Migration sheets and the
revenue from sale of surplus power estimated in the Energy Accounting sheets to
estimate the total revenue recovered by the DISCOM. Based on distribution costs,
power procurement costs (including short-term power purchase costs) and
transmission costs from the relevant sheets, the total expenses of the DISCOM are also
calculated. The annual revenue gap or surplus is then estimated as a difference
between the revenue from various sources and the total expenses. Revenue gaps are
carried forward for recovery in the subsequent years along with the applicable carrying
cost, based on the interest rate specified by the user. The cumulative revenue gap is
estimated along with carrying cost on an annual basis.
More details on the structure of the model as well as details on how to use RATE-AP are
provided in section 5.
4.3 Helper Sheets: What are they?
As there are multiple disaggregated inputs that the user needs to specify for each of the blocks,
helper sheets are provided in RATE. These sheets named “H1| Backdown Helper”, “H2| RPO”,
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“H3| Open Access Calculator” and “H4| Cross Subsidy Calculator” are disconnected from the
model and are there to assist users in providing multiple inputs for the model. Given below is a
brief description of each of these helpers:
a.

Backdown Helper: In case there is a significant surplus power as per the energy
accounting sheet, the user may choose to back down plants by adjusting the average
annual plant load factors (PLFs) which are inputs in the power procurement sheets.
The “Backdown Helper” sheet aids the user in adjusting the PLFs based on the merit
order stack until the surplus is down to the desirable level. Please see Section 5.3.3 for
more details.
b. RPO or RE Capacity Addition: This helper assists the user in deciding the annual
capacity addition based on renewable purchase obligation (RPO) trajectories or policy
targets (such as the state-wise targets for capacity addition suggested by MNRE to
meet the national goal of adding 175 GW of RE power by 2022). Please see Section
5.3.6 for more details.
c. Open Access Calculator: More accurately, this is a sales migration calculator. RATE-AP
has options for migration of sales through multiple avenues such as open access from
renewable/conventional power generators, migration to captive plants which are
located at the site of consumption or away from it or migration to rooftop solar
options. The proportion of sales migration in each category needs to be filled by the
user for every year. This calculator can help the user specify the total sales migration
every year on a cumulative basis which can be used to decide the proportion of the
total migration through each of these avenues. Please see Section 5.4.5 for more
details.
d. Cross Subsidy Calculator: Category-wise tariff changes are input by the user in the
model. In order to facilitate changes in tariff design, this calculator translates the
category-wise tariff changes into the proportion of the average cost of supply being
recovered from each category. This in turn can help the user in changing the cross
subsidy model or evaluating the impact of tariff changes on the current cross subsidy
model. Please see Section 5.7.2 for more details.
4.4 Summary Sheets in RATE-AP
RATE-AP has various summary sheets where results are collated and important parameters are
documented, which can be used to assess impacts of the changes modelled. These summary
sheets are described below:
a.

Aggregate Revenue Requirement (ARR): Akin to the ARR Summary used by the APERC
and DISCOMs during the tariff determination process, the sheets named “E6| EP ARR”
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for EPDCL and “S6| SP ARR” for SPDCL provide summaries of itemized expenses and
revenues, and the estimated revenue gap.
b. Power Procurement: There are two summary sheets for power procurement. The first
is “P1 |PP All” which has a station wise summary of capacity, net generation, fixed and
variable costs for all generators with which the DISCOMs has long-term contracts. The
second is the “C |PP Summary” sheet which provides a more concise summary
focusing on ownership-wise (state, central, private etc.), fuel/technology-wise breakup
of power procurement, average PLFs and associated costs. This sheet also provides
estimates for backing down and fixed costs payments for backed down capacity. The
allocation of power procured to each of the DISCOMs based on an assumed share is
also done in this sheet.
c. DISCOM Summary: The “B|DISCOM Summary” sheet provides key statistics for both
the DISCOMs including sales, sales migration, various costs and revenues, the average
cost of supply, average power procurement cost and the average billing rate.

5 Using RATE-AP: Detailed Description of the model
Section 4 provides a brief outline of the model. In this section, a detailed description of each
block with instructions on how to enter inputs has been provided along with examples to
explain how the model works. The descriptions map to the major blocks described in Table 2.
5.1 Entering power procurement details
Power procurement costs are treated differently for different types of contracts. Generators
can have a cost-plus regulated tariff where the ERC fixes the tariff and the generators earn a
fixed rate of return. These plants usually have a two-part tariff: a variable cost which is a
function of the net generation of the plant billed on a per unit rate and a fixed cost which is a
lump sum annual payment made on the basis of availability of the capacity irrespective of
generation.
In each of the power procurement sheets, inputs are entered in the left-to-right order of
contracted capacity (MW), availability and net PLF (%), fixed costs (Rs/kW/year) and variable
costs (Rs/kWh) for each station for each year.
The net generation is estimated using capacity and net PLF. The user also has to specify average
annual availability (%) and the normative availability of the station. If the availability is lower
than the normative availability, the fixed cost is adjusted on a pro-rata basis. If the PLFs of the
plant are higher than the actual PLFs, then a PLF based incentive is provided to the generators.
The incentive is obtained at a rate as determined by the SERC/CERC for the efficiency gain over
and above the norm (as input in the “ERC norms” section in the “P0|PP Assumptions” sheet).
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The user specifies the fixed and variable costs for the base year along with an annual escalation
rate to project fixed and variable charges for future years (there are exceptions to this,
particularly for competitively bid projects, as is explained in the rest of this section). The fixed
cost payments made for contracted capacity are input in units of Rs/kW/year. The unit of
measurement of fixed cost payments in Andhra Pradesh, as stated in regulatory formats is
generally in Rupees crores. The input value for fixed cost payments in the model is arrived at by
dividing this amount by the contracted capacity. Variable cost payments are input in units of
Rs/kWh. The variable cost of power purchase is calculated based on the net generation
multiplied with the per unit variable cost (input value).
Subsequent to accounting for fixed and variable costs, provisions have been made in the model
for additional costs for each generating station on a per unit basis. This cost can be input by the
user to account for any additional costs impact as a consequence of ERC review orders, APTEL
judgments or High Court/ Supreme Court judgments. It could also be used as a way to adjust for
cost impacts due to parameters currently not considered in the model
The state sector thermal generators as specified in the sheet titled “P2| Genco Thermal” and
the central sector generators in the sheet “P4| Central” are treated similarly in the model.
Hydro generating stations, listed in the “P3| Genco Hydro” sheet, have a single part tariff in the
form of only fixed cost payments. The user needs to specify the design energy rate for hydro
projects which can be used to guide the annual inputs for PLFs and is also used to estimate
availability based incentives. Even though the treatment of nuclear power in the model is the
same as central generating stations, only variable charges are input since details of the fixed
and variable cost break-up are not available for these projects.
This treatment of generation and cost estimation is the same for cost plus private sector
thermal projects specified in the top section of the sheet named “P5| Private”. The second
section of the sheet “P5| Private” (titled “Competitively Bid Projects”) contains details of
competitively bid projects whose cost determination is done differently than “cost-plus”
projects. The cost inputs are fixed and variable costs classified as fuel costs, fuel handling costs,
and transportation costs. These costs parameters are further segregated as “escalable
parameters” and “non-escalable parameters” which are based on the specifications of the
Power Purchase Agreement (PPA) for the project. The year-wise winning-bid information are
input in the section titled “Winning Bid Information”. Each parameter has an escalation rate
column (marked in blue), which can be changed by the user for all escalable factors. Summary
of these input values can be found in the sections titled “Calculation of Escalable Parameters”,
which are then used to compute the final fixed and variable costs for competitively bid projects.
Contracted renewable capacity (for wind, solar, biomass and bagasse) is listed in the “P6| NCE”
sheet according to the technology adopted. Year wise capacity addition as well as tariffs for the
10
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capacity added in each year can be input by the user for wind and solar sources. There is
greater uncertainty in movement of prices for these technologies over the years, and hence the
facility to input the tariffs separately for capacity addition in each year has been provided.
Capacity can be added as per RPO requirement or the policy mandate for the DISCOMs. As per
the power purchase agreements, a single part tariff is arrived at for renewable generating
capacity which is levelised and fixed over a period of time. Tariffs can be input by the user for
existing capacity and separately for each of the future years. Based on the specified capacity,
PLF, the consequent net generation and the input levelised tariff for the year, the overall costs
and subsequently the average levelised costs are calculated.
5.2 Global assumptions for escalation rates for fixed, variable costs
The escalation rates assumed by the user for fixed and variable cost are dependent on variety
of factors specified in the “P0| PP Assumptions” sheet (See Screenshot 1).
Screenshot 1: Power Purchase Assumptions
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Important assumptions, which can be adjusted in the model through the PP Assumptions sheet,
are listed in Table 3. Note: Cell numbers provided in Table 3 are subject to change.
Table 3: Assumptions for power purchase in “PP Assumptions” sheet
Variable Name (Reference
Cell Number)
Fuel Escalation Rates
(D7:D20)

Fixed_Cost_Esc (D21)

Fixed_Cost_Esc_Post_Loan_
Repayment (D25)

Variable_Cost_Esc (D22)

Availability_Norm_SERC/CE
RC, PLF_Norm_SERC/CERC,
PLF_Incentive_CERC/SERC,
(D27:D33)
Dollar_Escalation_Rate
(D24),
Dollar_Rate_Table
(D37:L37)
Inter_DISCOM_purchase_co
st (D41)

APGENCO_Share (D43),
TSGENCO_Share (E43)

Effect of change in value
These cells are inputs for escalation rates for fuel and transportation
as prescribed by CERC annually. These values feed into the Private
sheet as part of the parameters used to determine competitively bid
and contracted power projects.
This component determines the annual escalation rate of the
capacity charges paid to each non-renewable generating station. A
change in the input value automatically changes the escalation rate
for all non-renewable generating stations.
There is provision in the model to choose a different annual
escalation rate for capacity charges of power plants which are older
in vintage and have already made considerable payments towards
depreciation of the plant.
This component determines the annual escalation rate of the energy
-charges paid to each non-renewable generating station. A change in
the input value automatically changes the escalation rate for all nonrenewable generating stations.
These inputs are based on state ERC norms which provide incentives
for generation efficiency.

The variable named Dollar_Rate_Table refers to the dollar-rupee
exchange rates over the years. Future year rates are determined
based on the input escalation rate. However, escalation rate can be
overwritten by inputting yearly values in the Dollar_Rate_Table.
When one DISCOM is energy surplus and the other has deficit,
power is adjusted between DISCOMs. The The rate of sale of “InterDISCOM purchases” is set at Rs. 4.08/kWh and can be changed as
per the users’ assumptions.
The user can choose to allocate the contracted share of AP DISCOMs
in the AP and TS GENCO capacity. The default input value is as per
the Reorganisation Act, 2014. If share of AP GENCO capacity is set to
100% and TS GENCO capacity is set to 0%, it means that Andhra
Pradesh contracts full generating capacity within the state
geographical boundary and contracts no capacity from Telangana
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SPDCL_Share (D45:L45),
EPDCL_Share (D46:L46)

GENCO stations.
The user can choose the ratio of the power purchase that is
allocated to each DISCOM, each year.

5.3 Demonstrative examples for changing power procurement inputs
This section has specific examples of some inputs which can be changed by the user while
creating scenarios. The resultant impact due to input changes and how it can be potentially
used is also discussed here.
5.3.1 Adding a new station
Each sheet relating to power purchase has an empty row before the row containing the
aggregate totals or sub-totals. In order to add a new generating station to any of the lists, the
user has to ensure that they insert a new row above the empty row and fill in the details of the
new contracted capacity. This will ensure that the totals include the newly inserted generator
and enable easily adding more stations in the future. Nevertheless, it is a good practice to
ensure that data for all stations in each column is added up in the “totals” row (including the
data added for the new entry). This is illustrated in Screenshot 2.
Screenshot 2: Adding a new station
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In order to add a new NTPC station, the user would have to add a row before row 14 and fill up
the details for the station (contracted capacity, PLF, availability, fixed Costs, Variable costs,
etc.). Then, the station needs to be included in the summary calculations. This is done by
inserting a row in the ‘P1| PP All’ sheet as shown in Screenshot 3. For the new NTPC station
added in this example, a new row needs to be inserted above row 42 in the ‘P1| PP All’ sheet
and the formulas from row 41 need to be dragged down to the newly inserted row.
Screenshot 3: Adding a new station in power purchase summary

5.3.2 Changing PLF
As seen in Screenshot 2, the user can input the capacity in MW for each station. The net
generation is calculated based on the capacity and the PLFs input by the user. PLFs can be
modified to either simulate backing down or increase generation from a station. This is shown
through an example in Screenshot 4 and Screenshot 5. Row 8 in the “P2| Genco Thermal” sheet
has details for Rayalseema Stage II. If the PLF for the year FY20 is changed from 50% to 80%, it
can be seen that the net generation changes from 848 MUs to 1357 MUs.
Screenshot 4: Net generation of Rayalseema-II with 50% PLF
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Screenshot 5: Net generation of Rayalseema-II with 80% PLF

5.3.3 Using the backing down helper
In case sale of surplus is not possible, the user needs to back down capacity in order to manage
surplus by adjusting PLFs. This helper sheet aids the user in following the merit order to back
down capacity. That is, backing down is done such that the station with the highest variable
cost is backed down first. The total power demand as determined from the inputs in the sales
sheets is taken and the user can input the amount of surplus energy that would be sold yearwise. Thus the targeted power purchase is the sum of the power demand and the targeted
surplus. The user can enter the minimum PLF (default: 50%) at which thermal power stations
should run. Based on these inputs and the merit order stack provided in the backing down
helper, the PLFs can be adjusted. This is illustrated in Screenshot 6.
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Screenshot 6: Using the backdown helper

Row 7 provides the remaining surplus for each year which needs to be reduced to zero by
lowering the PLFs of various high cost stations. Given a minimum PLF of 50% (row 8), Rows 10
to 29 list the target PLFs (columns M and S) for various stations in the order of decreasing
variable costs. Columns L and R indicate the additional energy that will be backed down by
modifying PLFs to the target PLFs. The user needs to manually change the PLFs of the stations in
the power purchase sheets. The user may choose to back down a given station by adopting any
other strategy and need not be restricted to the merit order. This is shown in Screenshot 6
where stations located in Telangana are entirely backed down (hence “Modified PLF” is 0%)
before other stations are backed down.
5.3.4 Availability-based fixed costs and PLF-based incentives
For all thermal power plants, normative and actual availability can be input by the user.
Together, these inputs are used to determine the “availability adjusted fixed cost” payments.
Note that, by default, normative availability is taken from the “P0| PP assumptions” sheet. This
can be overridden in the individual power purchase sheets as shown in Screenshot 7. If
availability is below norm, availability adjusted in the ratio of the actual availability to the norm.
Screenshot 8 illustrates how this is done.
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Screenshot 7: Defining normative availability

Screenshot 8: Calculation of availability adjusted fixed costs

Similarly, PLF incentive is determined based on the normative PLF. If PLF is above the norm, an incentive
is calculated as per the compensation awarded by the respective regulator. The normative PLF and the
incentive can be input in the “P0| PP Assumptions” sheet. Normative PLF can be overridden for each
plant in the individual power procurement sheets.

5.3.5 How to input solar and wind capacity addition
The existing renewable energy (RE) capacity is assigned average tariffs as per historical trends.
For each future year, levelised tariff can be input for solar and wind capacity coming online in
that year. This is illustrated in Screenshot 9. The tariffs for future years can be entered in
column AN. These tariffs are applicable for the year in which the capacity is added and
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escalated as per the rates provided in column AO. If levelised tariffs are input in column AN, the
escalation rate would be set to 0%.
Screenshot 9: Providing levelised tariffs for new renewable energy capacity

5.3.6 How to use the RPO Helper
In order to project future capacity addition, the user can also use the RPO helper. Sheet “H2|
RPO” helps in determining yearly solar and non-solar capacity addition requirement in sheet
“P6| NCE”. This is calculated based on the Renewable Purchase Obligation (RPO) of each
DISCOM. RPO is determined on the basis of sales for each DISCOM. RPO backlog for each
DISCOM from previous years that needs to be fulfilled with future RE purchases can also be
input. There is also provision to add capacity based on policy mandates (see Screenshot 10).
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Screenshot 10: Using the RE capacity addition/RPO helper

5.4 Estimation of Demand
The demand estimation section provides detailed inputs for sales growth for various categories
and sales migration for each of these categories through various options.
5.4.1 Consumer category nomenclature for sales, tariff and revenue estimation
Sales as well as tariffs and revenue are segregated into different consumer categories. For HT
categories, consumers are further disaggregated based on voltage levels (EHV, 33 kV or 11kV).
LT consumers are further split on the basis of consumption slabs or connected load into ‘small’,
‘medium’ or ‘large’ sub-categories. These sub-categories are mapped to existing consumer
categories as illustrated in Table 4.
Table 4: Mapping consumer categories
RATE Model Categorization
HT Industrial
HT Others
LT Domestic Small
LT Domestic Medium
LT Domestic Large
LT Commercial Small

Andhra Pradesh Consumer Categories
HT I (A) except Lights and Fans, HTI(B)
Lights and Fans, HT I ( C)- HT VIII
LT I (A)
LT I (B)
LT I ( C)
LT II (A)
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LT Commercial Large
LT Industrial
LT Agriculture With DSM
LT Agriculture Without DSM
LT Others

LT II (B)
LT-III: Only Industrial Normal
LT V(A)
LT V(B)
LT-II (C&D), LT-III: Normal, LT-IV, LT-V( C), LT-VI, LT-VII, LT-VIII

RESCO 11 kV

RESCO 11 kV

5.4.2 Sales projections
The user has to input an annual percentage growth rate for each category for the upcoming 5
years in the model. The growth rate is applied to the base year sales entered by the user in the
model to project sales for each category. As shown in Screenshot 11, the user inputs the sales
for a category in column D. Using the growth rate specified in column B, the sales numbers are
projected category-wise for each year in the columns E to I.
Screenshot 11: Providing category wise sales numbers and growth rates

5.4.3 Sales Migration Options and Inputs
Sales migration is calculated in sheets “S1| SP Sales and Migration” for SPDCL and “E1| EP Sales
and Migration” for EPDCL. Sales migration options in the model include migration to the
following options:
a.

Captive – this can be from renewable energy or conventional sources. In case it is from
renewable energy sources, concessions on sales migration charges may apply. Captive
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power can also be on-site (and thus there is no wheeling of power or associated
charges) or off-site (in which case wheeling charges apply). Thus, captive sales
migration can be onsite RE, offsite RE, onsite non-RE and offsite non-RE. Rooftop solar
is treated as a special case of captive onsite RE. Consistent with the policy in AP,
additional surcharge and cross subsidy surcharge (CSS) are currently not applicable to
sales that migrate through the captive route.
b. Open Access – All open access consumers pay wheeling charges, CSS and additional
surcharges in the model. Consumers who avail power from renewable energy sources
can be provided concessional rates. Andhra Pradesh has 100% concessions for
wheeling charges for renewable sources and 100% concessions for cross-subsidy
surcharges and additional surcharges for power purchased from solar generators
located within state geographical boundaries.
The user can choose the proportion of category-wise sales that migrate through the open
access and captive routes. This is done in the “sales and migration” sheets and is illustrated in
the blue-shaded cells in Screenshot 12. There is a helper sheet named “H3| Open Access
Calculator” which can be used to enter the category-wise proportion of sales migration (this is
described in section 5.4.5). The quantum of sales migrating from each category is subtracted
from the projected sales in the same sheet to arrive at net sales for the category which is then
used to calculate revenue from retail tariffs and for determining energy requirement of
DISCOMs.
Screenshot 12: Sales migration via renewable energy open access
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5.4.4 Sales Migration Rates
The rates applicable for sales migration are listed in sheets “E2| EP Migration Option Rates”
and “S2| SP Migration Option Rates”. Sales migration rates include wheeling charges, cross
subsidy surcharge (CSS), standby charges, additional surcharge and penalties for exceeding
contracted demand. The wheeling charges and additional surcharge are input by the user on a
per unit basis, the CSS is estimated based on the losses, tariffs and costs specified as per the
formula in the National Tariff Policy. The standby charge levied and the penalty for exceeding
contracted demand is a function of the excess power procured which needs to be input by the
user as a proportion of the sales migration assumed by the user.
For example, charges from open access renewable energy (OA RE) consumers of EPDCL which
also includes in-state solar generation are estimated as follows:
a. Wheeling charges: The wheeling charge input in the “Wheeling Charges (Rs/kWh)” table of
the “E2| EP Migration Option Rates” sheet (adjusted for any applicable rebate specified in
the same table) is multiplied by the quantum of sales migration calculated in the “Sales to
OA RE (MU)” section of “E1| EP Sales and Migration” to calculate the revenue from
wheeling charges in the “Wheeling Charges (Rs.Cr)” section of the “E1| EP Sales and
Migration” sheet.
b. Cross Subsidy Surcharge (CSS): The CSS input in the “CSS Charges (Rs/kWh)” table of the
“E2|EP Migration Option Rates” (adjusted for any applicable rebate specified in the same
table) is multiplied with the quantum of sales migration estimated in the “E2| EP Sales and
Migration” to arrive at the revenue for the DISCOM from CSS. The rate specified in the “CSS
Charges” section is itself decided based on the average power purchase cost and voltagewise losses and T&D charges in the “Cross subsidy surcharge parameters” table in the “E2|
EP Migration Option Rates” sheet, and the proportion of estimated ABR for the category in
the “CSS Charges” section (which is set to 20% as recommended in the National Tariff
Policy, but can be changed by the user). As rebates to open access charges are only
applicable to intra-state solar power, the user needs to enter how much of the RE open
access estimated is intra-state and solar in the “Open Access from non-solar” and “Open
access type” sections in the “E2| EP Migration Option Rates” sheet.
c. Additional Surcharge: The per unit additional surcharge input in the “E2|EP Migration
Option Rates” sheet (adjusted for any applicable rebate specified in the same table) is
multiplied by the quantum of sales migration estimated in the “E2|EP Sales and Migration”
sheet to calculate the total revenue from additional surcharge in the “E2|EP Sales and
Migration” sheet. As the applicability for the concession is only for intra-state solar projects,
the treatment is the same as CSS.
d. Standby charges and associated penalties: The proportion of sales via open access or
captive which uses standby power is input in the “Standby Use” section of the “E2|EP
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Migration Option Rates” and applicable rate is specified in the “Standby Charge (Rs/kWh)”
section of the same sheet. When multiplied with the quantum of sales migration estimated
in the “E2|EP Sales and Migration” sheet, revenue from standby charges is determined (in
the “E2|EP Sales and Migration” sheet). Likewise, penalties for exceeding the contracted
demand are calculated by using the same sales quantum, proportion of excess procurement
from demand, the per-unit fixed cost and penalty multiplier in the “Retail supply tariff”
section of the “E2| EP Migration Option Rates”.
5.4.5 How to use the Open Access Calculator
Sheet “H3| Open Access Calculator” is a helper sheet that aids in inputting the percentage
values for sales migration to Open Access and Captive options. Refer to Screenshot 13 for more
details. The blue cells in this sheet are the input options. The first table in the sheet (Rows 2 to
10) calculates the migration likelihood of an HT consumer.
Screenshot 13: Extent of sales migration through the open access calculator

To understand the functioning of this sheet, let us assume that in the baseline scenario 10% of
all HT consumers migrate by FY 22 (C14). E15 to E22 (blue cells) can be filled up by entering
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percentage values to denote which sales migration option would be selected. If 30% of the
migrating sales are through open access, the remaining 70% would migrate through the captive
route. Further, the user can allocate a % of open access sales migration to RE sources (cell E15:
70%) and remaining (30%) would migrate to non-RE sources. Similarly, of sales migrating to
captive sources can be classified as onsite RE, offsite RE, onsite non-RE, offsite-non RE (cells E19
to E22: 25% each of the 70% that migrate to captive sources). Once this is done, the user needs
to allocate the sales migration proportions between HT Industrial category and HT Others (Cell
I27 to I24), resulting in the final category-wise migration percentages (to the right of column I).
These numbers can be copied over to the “Sales and Migration” sheets directly. The same
process can be repeated for captive migration options.
5.5 Energy Accounting
Section 4.2 provides a brief overview of the various calculations in the energy accounting sheet.
Some example calculations are explained below:
5.5.1 Estimation of total energy requirement give T&D losses
The voltage wise T&D losses and sales numbers are used to estimate the energy requirement.
Based on the power procurement from long term sources, the shortage or surplus is
established. The energy accounting table is depicted in Screenshot 14 for SPDCL.
Screenshot 14: Estimation of surplus/shortages

The losses at the DT level, 11 kV level, 33 kV level and EHV level are specified in Row 4, Row 7
and Row 10 respectively. The voltage wise sales from the Sales and Migration sheet is reported
in Row 3, Row6, Row 10 and Row 12. The sales are grossed up using voltage-wise distribution
losses and intra-state transmission losses, resulting in the total energy requirement at the state
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level in Row 14. On the supply side, power generation from in-state and out-of-state sources as
reported in “P1 |PP All” sheet is shown in rows 17 and 15 respectively. Inter-state transmission
losses are applied as specified in row 16 to arrive at the total power available at the state
boundary. The difference between estimates for power requirement in row 14 and total power
available in row 18 determines the surplus or shortages.
5.5.2 Surplus/Shortages and their treatment
In case of surplus, the user can back down capacity via PLF adjustments as described in sections
5.3.2 and 5.3.3. Screenshot 15 is another snapshot of the energy accounting sheet in the model.
Screenshot 15: Sale of surplus/purchase to meet shortages

The user can specify the proportion of surplus for sale in Row 27. Based on the proportion of
surplus sold through trading licensees or to DISCOMs, power exchanges and the power settled
via the DSM mechanism input by the users in rows 30, 31 and 32 respectively and the rate of
sale of power through each avenue input in rows 34 to 36, the revenue from surplus is
determined in row 28.
In case of shortages, the user can chose to procure short term power from trading licensees,
DISCOMs or power exchanges, or the power can settled via the DSM mechanism. The
proportion of purchase from each avenue and the rate of purchase is estimated in a similar
fashion in to sale of surplus. The final cost due to short term power procurement is estimated in
row 53. In case the user does not procure short term power, the DISCOM will have to
undertake load shedding during the year, whose quantum is reported in row 51.
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If one DISCOM faces shortages and the other surplus, the surplus DISCOM first allocates the
power to the shortage DISCOM at a rate specified in the “P0| PP Assumptions” sheet (described
in Table 3). The cost impact of such inter-DISCOM sale is shown in the energy accounting
sheets.
5.5.3 Estimation of transmission costs
The energy accounting sheets project the transmission charges based on FY17 transmission
charges entered in the “Transmission cost” section. Screenshot 16 illustrates this (rows 94 and
96). Growth rates for transmission charges need to be input in cells I94 and I96. The projected
per-unit transmission charges are multiplied with the applicable intra-state and inter-state
power procurement to calculate the total transmission costs in rows 95 and 97.
Screenshot 16: Estimation of transmission costs

5.5.4 RPO compliance and its impact
Based on the estimated energy requirement and the procurement of renewable energy power
input in the “P6 ׀PP NCE” sheet, RPO compliance status and impact are analysed in the energy
accounting sheets. Screenshot 17 provides details of this analysis.
The solar and non-solar renewable purchase obligation percentage is an input value and the
energy quantum calculation is based on the total sales in each DISCOM. As RPO is based on
sales, the magnitude required to be purchased by the DISCOM to ensure compliance will
reduce with increase in sales migration. In case of shortfall of RPO compliance, there is
provision in the model to purchase Renewable Energy Certificates (RECs). The user can input
the rate at which RECs (solar and non-solar) are purchased. The table also calculates the cost
incurred due to capacity addition in excess of RPO (rows 69 and 83).
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Screenshot 17: RPO compliance

If one DISCOM has RE procurement for solar and non-solar in excess of requirement, then the
excess RE power can also be allocated to the other DISCOM. This is shown in row 63 for solar
and row 76 for non-solar.
5.6 Distribution Cost
Costs related to the distribution segment of the utility business are predominantly wires costs
and are discussed in three sections – capital expenditure, operation and maintenance, and
other costs. These costs are detailed out in the “E4| EP Distribution Cost” sheet for EPDCL and
“S4| SP Distribution Cost” sheet for SPDCL.
5.6.1 Capital Expenditure
As per the APERC regulations, the capital expenses are determined based on the Weighted
Average Cost of Capital (WACC) approach. This measure will capture the debt and equity
related expenses for the DISCOM. As shown in Screenshot 18, in order to estimate the Return
on Capital Employed (RoCE) during the year for the DISCOM, the user has to specify the
capitalisation in C5 to H5. The capitalisation can be specified on an annual basis or based on a
growth specified in I5. The user would also need to specify the retirement of assets if any. This
would help estimate the opening and closing balances for fixed assets during the year in row 4
and row 5. Depreciation costs are calculated (in row 13) based on inputs for rate of
depreciation (row 9) multiplied by the capital expenses (row 3) net of capital expenses financed
through grants (row 11) and the consumer contribution (row 12).
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The user will also need to input the ratio between debt and equity (row 15), the interest on
long term loads (row 16) and the % return on equity (row 17) earned by the DISCOMs. These
parameters are used to estimate the % WACC (Weighted Average Cost of Capital) in row 18.
Screenshot 18: Estimation of capital expenses

Based on the opening balance of the rate base (row 20), addition of assets in each year which
has not been financed through grants, and depreciation, the addition to the rate based is
determined (row 21). WACC rate is applied to the resulting closing balance (row 22) to calculate
the RoCE in row 23. The sum of the depreciation costs and the RoCE estimated determines the
total capital expenditure.
5.6.2 Operation and Maintenance
The operation and maintenance (O&M) costs are arrived at by entering the rate of growth for
employee expenses, administrative and general costs and repair and maintenance costs for
each year. The employee expenses and the administrative and general costs are based on the
base year expenses and an input growth. Repair and maintenance expenses are fixed at 2% of
the fixed assets.
5.6.3 Other costs
RATE-AP also accounts for other distribution costs such as the working capital requirement
(estimated as 1/12 of the O&M expenses) as well as income tax payments, appropriation for
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safety measures, all of which need to be input for the base year and projected based on
specified growth rates.
5.7 Revenue and revenue gap estimation
5.7.1 Revenue and Tariff
Category-wise revenue from sale of power and tariffs are calculated in sheets “S3| SP Revenue”
and “E3| EP Revenue”. The consumer categories are the same as described in Section 5.4.1 and
used in the “Sales and Migration” sheets. Screenshot 19 illustrates how revenue is calculated.
Screenshot 19: Category-wise tariff inputs
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The user needs to enter the base year average tariffs for each category (column N) and the
yearly percentage annual increase in Average Billing Rate (ABR, columns I to M). These are used
to project yearly ABRs for the five years (columns O to S). Based on the ABRs and category wise
net sales reported in “Sales and Migration” sheets, the revenue from retail tariffs is estimated.
The proportion of revenue to be recovered from fixed charges can be specified by the user
(columns U to Y) which can help estimate category wise fixed charges.
Significant revenue also comes from government subsidies, sale of surplus and sales migration
charges. As shown in Screenshot 20, the total revenue from tariff and non-tariff sources are
aggregated in the revenue sheet. The user can input the value for revenue from subsidy for
each financial year (row 35). The table also summarises revenue from sales migration charges
estimated in “Sales and Migration” sheets and the revenue from sale of surplus estimated in
“Energy Accounting” sheets.
Screenshot 20: Revenue from subsidies

5.7.2 How to use the Cross Subsidy Calculator
As mentioned in Section 4.3, this helper sheet can aid the user in checking the impact of various
inputs provided in the revenue sheet on the cross subsidy design. In this sheet, category-wise
cross subsidy is calculated as a proportion of that category’s ABR to average cost of supply. If
this proportion is > 100%, it is a “cross-subsidising” category and if the proportion is < 100%, it
is a “cross-subsidised” category. Screenshot 21 illustrates this.
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Screenshot 21: Cross subsidy calculator

5.7.3 Estimation of revenue gap
The difference between total expenses and total revenue estimated in RATE-AP can lead to a
revenue surplus or a revenue gap. Screenshot 22 shows the estimation of the cumulative
revenue gap with carrying cost.
Screenshot 22: Determination of revenue gap
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The user can adjust tariffs to provide consumers a rebate in tariff in case of surplus.
Alternatively, in case of revenue gaps, if not recovered in the year through tariffs or revenue
subsides will be carried forward with carrying cost. Row 65 specifies that carrying cost rate for
the year to be input by the user. The rate is applied to the accumulated revenue gaps from
previous years to estimate the carrying cost (row 66) and the total revenue gap (row 67).

6 Scenario building in RATE
Scenarios can be constructed in RATE-AP for the time-period considered by changing the inputs
provided by the user. A copy of the model needs to be made for creating each scenario. Results
from these scenarios can then be compared and can be used to answer various ‘what-if?’
questions about the medium term outlook for the state power sector.
These scenarios are neither predictions nor forecasts. Each of the scenarios involves a plausible
and realistic description of the utility business in the medium term based on coherent and
internally consistent assumptions. The scenarios are instruments to gain a better understanding
of key driving forces and relationships which operate in the power sector and impact the utility
business.
PEG has developed various scenarios which were used to understand the following issues
better.
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

What is the impact of different strategies of power sharing between the states of
Andhra Pradesh and Telangana?
What are the cost impacts of adding significant RE capacity? With growing surplus
power, especially in the face of RE capacity addition, what would be the impacts of
adopting different practices for backing down?
Andhra Pradesh is already facing significant sales migration of cross subsidizing
consumers to open access and captive options. Going forward, there could also be
increase migration of LT consumers to roof top solar. What is the impact on costs,
revenue gaps and surplus management due to sales migration? Does the impact on
revenue gaps and surplus management increase if this sales migration occurs in
conjunction with aggressive capacity addition of renewable energy?
If sales migration erodes away potential revenue for the DISCOMs, can changes in tariff
design (say, increasing the proportion of revenue recovered from fixed charges)
prevent sales migration?
What is the impact of concessions provided for RE open access in the state?
If costs are to increase with limited increase in revenues, there could be a significant
increase revenue gaps. Can this revenue gap be managed by increasing tariffs or
increasing subsidy?
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This section describes results from RATE-AP based on scenarios build using the model which can
answer some of these questions.
6.1 Assumptions broadly common to all scenarios
Before we describe specific scenarios, it is important to document the common assumptions for
all scenarios developed by PEG. Table 5 describes the broad power purchase related
assumptions along with assumptions on transmission costs, distribution costs, demand
estimation and sales migration, and revenue incomes. All these assumptions are user inputs
made by PEG.
Table 5: Assumptions unchanged across scenarios
Parameter

Time Period/
Category

Assumption

Comments

Rayalaseema Thermal Power
Project, Stage IV (600 MW)
Sri Damodaram Sanjeevaiah
Thermal Power Station, Stage
III
(800 MW)
Dr Narla Tata Rao Thermal
Power Station, in Vijayawada,
Stage V (800 MW)
Polavaram HEP (960 MW)

Thermal capacity addition of
APGENCO stations in FY 18
and FY 20. APGENCO Hydro
capacity of 960 MW added
in 2021-22.

FY 17-FY 22

80%

PLFs for thermal projects
considered at normative
values as per regulations. For
gas based power plants, PLF
considered has been at 0%.

FY 17-FY 22

2-5%

FY 17-FY 22

4%

The rate of increase in these
costs has been assumed
based on historical trends.

Time Period/
Category

Assumption

Comments

FY 18

Conventional Capacity
Addition

FY 20

FY 22

Plant Load Factor (PLF)

Capacity Charge
Escalation Rate
Energy Charge
Escalation Rate
Parameter

Renewable Energy
Tariffs (Rs./kWh)

Source

FY 18

Wind

4.20

Solar

4.00

Biomass

5.15

The tariff trajectories
considered for solar and
wind sources is such that by
3.50 FY 22, prices reduce
drastically. This has been
3.00 assumed based on the
present discovered rates
5.07 through competitive bidding.

FY 22
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SHP

2.33

Price reduction trajectory for
biomass sources has been
2.33
considered to be much less
drastic.
Transmission Losses and
Cost escalation has been
assumed based on historic
values.

Transmission Losses

FY 17-FY 22

~3%

Transmission Cost
Escalation

FY 17-FY 22

13%

SPDCL

66%

EPDCL

34%

SPDCL

8.40% p.a

EPDCL

8.16% p.a

CSS

As per National Tariff Policy

Additional
Surcharge

Rs.1/kWh from 2018

Wheeling

As per FY 17 charges

% tariff increase

Overall, FY17-FY22

1.2% p.a

Distribution cost
escalation rates

FY 17-FY 22

14-16%

Power Exchange

30% sale @ Rs. 2.70/kWh

Bilateral

50% sale @ Rs. 3.00/kWh

DSM

20% sale @ Rs. 1.25/kWh

Power Purchase Share

Sales growth
projections

Sales migration
charges

Strategy and Rate for
Sale of Surplus

As per state policy

Considered as per Resource
Plans.

While 100% rebate on sales
migration charges has been
considered for wheeling, for
Cross Subsidy Surcharge and
Additional Surcharge 100%
rebate for intra-state solar
open access.
Considered based on
historical growth rates.
Capital expenses and O & M
expenditure escalation rates
based on historical values.
Based on market trends.

6.2 Example scenarios under RATE
Using RATE-AP, ‘what-if?’ scenarios were prepared to assess order of magnitude impacts on the
financial and selected performance parameters.
The scenarios are based on possible changes due to increased renewable energy (RE) capacity
addition, sales migration of cross subsiding consumers due to open access, captive options, and
rooftop solar. As per the State Re-organization Act, capacities of the State Generating
Companies of Andhra Pradesh and Telangana are being shared. It also explores the possibility
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that there is no power sharing and that only the State Generation capacity within a state’s
geographical boundary is utilized by the states.
In order to assess the impacts of various changes, PEG has also developed a ‘Baseline’ scenario.
The baseline scenario is an approximation of the utility business in the medium term based on
historical trends, current performance, regulatory norms and highly likely changes. It has been
used as a reference from which an alternative outcome can be measured, e.g. the impact of
significant RE capacity addition is compared with the baseline scenario, in which RE capacity
addition is based on RPOs and assessment of future sales. The scenario with significant RE
capacity addition is termed ‘High RE’. Similarly the one with substantial reduction in sales due
to open access, captive, and rooftop solar migration is called ‘Sales Migration’ and where
power sharing does not take place between states is called ‘No sharing’. The major
assumptions in these scenarios are shown in Table 6. As is evident from the table PEG has also
build two scenarios where the combined effect of two or three changes are assessed. A brief
description of the scenarios and the impact and feasibility of actions/strategies to address
adverse impacts of scenarios is discussed in this section 6.3.
Table 6: Description of scenarios

Assumptions

Baseline

High RE

by FY 22

Scenario

Scenario

Sales
Migration
Scenario

No sharing

Same as
Baseline
Scenario

Same as High Same as High
RE Scenario RE Scenario

Same as
Baseline
Scenario

Same as Sales Same as Sales
Migration
Migration
Scenario
Scenario

RE Capacity

4,687 MW

15,053 MW

Same as
Baseline
Scenario

Sales
Migration

HT sales: 910%
RTPV: 1.31.6%

Same as
Baseline
Scenario

HT sales: 4650%
RTPV : 6.38.8%

Same as
Baseline
Scenario

Same as
Baseline
Scenario

Sharing of
Power

AP: 46%
TS: 54%

Sales
Sales
Migration +
Migration +
High RE + No
High RE
Sharing
Scenario
Scenario

Scenario

AP: 100%
TS: 0%

Same as
Baseline
Scenario

Same as No
Sharing
Scenario

Renewable capacity addition by FY 22, percentage of sales migration, and allocation of state
generation capacity are the parameters considered and are varied across the scenarios.
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In the Baseline scenario, by FY 22, 4,687 MW of renewable capacity gets added. Of the
erstwhile state thermal generating capacity of Andhra Pradesh, 46.11% of generating capacity is
allocated to the new state of Andhra Pradesh, while the rest is allocated to Telangana. 10% of
HT sales and 1.3% of LT sales is assumed to have migrated in the Baseline scenario to Open
Access or captive consumption options.
In the High RE scenario varies from Baseline only on account of the renewable capacity addition
considered. RE Capacity Addition assumed is about thrice as much as Baseline by FY 22 of which
solar capacity addition is assumed to be about 2500 MW, wind capacity addition is about 1900
MW.
More sales migration due to Open Access and captive consumption is undertaken in the Sales
Migration scenario as compared to the Baseline scenario- 50% migration for HT sales and 8.8%
sales migrate to rooftop PV solar options.
In the No Sharing scenario, it is assumed that generation capacity is not shared according to the
Andhra Pradesh Reorganization Act, 2014, but Andhra Pradesh DISCOMs contract full capacity
from thermal generating stations that are geographically situated in the state, belonging to
APGENCO. It is further assumed that no generation sharing of TSGENCO plants take place.
The effects of higher Sales Migration combined with High RE capacity addition are also
observed in the Sales Migration + High RE Scenario. Additionally, PEG also has a Sales
Migration + High RE Scenario+ No Sharing scenario.
6.3 Key observations and results from example scenarios
The impact on power procurement cost and quantum of surplus is assessed for each scenario.
As power procurement costs are sensitive to input assumptions, especially the escalation rates
and capacity addition assumed, the sensitivity of power procurement to various input
parameters was also assessed.
With significant surplus being a likely possibility with High RE capacity addition, PEG also used
RATE-AP to assess cost impacts of various ‘backing down’ strategies.
With growth in costs and only marginal increase in tariffs, the revenue gaps across scenarios
will also growth. PEG used RATE-AP to understand the extent of the revenue gap across
scenarios and also analysed the impact of various strategies available to the sector actors to
eliminate revenue gaps – notably, increase tariffs or increasing subsidy.
As loss of revenue due to significant sales migration is becoming a new reality across states,
Andhra Pradesh power sector actors can also assess impact of changes in tariff design to
prevent loss of sales or loss of revenue due to open access. In this context PEG has assessed the
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impact of changing the tariff design to reduce variable cost to prevent sales migration. Notably,
it has assessed the potential impact of increasing the fixed cost while keeping average tariffs
the same. Levy of additional surcharge to discourage open access and the provision of
concessions on wheeling, CSS to encourage RE-based open access have also been tweaked to
assess impacts.
6.3.1 Impact on Power procurement quantum and cost in all scenarios
Power procurement quantum increases by 65% in the Baseline scenario from FY 18 to FY 22. As
seen in Figure 2, the power procurement quantum falls in the sales migration scenario as net
rate of growth of sales in this scenario is lesser than Baseline, with more sales migration. The
power purchase mix varies in the High RE scenario as compared to Baseline with more share of
generation from renewable sources. The costs impacts on power procurement are summarised
in Table 7.
Figure 2: Power Procurement across scenarios

Table 7: Power procurement cost impact
Sales
All
No sharing Migration +
Combined
High RE

Baseline

Sales
Migration

High RE

% RE Generation FY 22

17%

21%

44%

17%

52%

52%

Surplus (MU)

FY 22

8,800

21,300

31,600

12,000

45,200

48,400

FY 18

3.69

3.74

3.78

3.80

3.85

3.89

FY 22

4.10

4.25

4.23

4.14

4.52

4.55

FY 18

21,000

-1.9%

2.2%

2.8%

0.9%

2.0%

FY 22

34,700

-11.6%

3.2%

1.0%

-6.0%

-5.3%

Particulars

APPC (Rs./unit)
Total power
procurement
cost across
scenarios (Rs

Year
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Cr.)*
*Order of magnitude analysis- all numbers rounded off to nearest hundred. All % to one decimal point

There is a significant increase in costs over 5 years in the Baseline itself with a 13% increase in
the Average Power Purchase Cost (APPC) and 84% increase in total costs. In the Sales Migration
scenario, in spite of backing down, total power purchase cost falls by 12% due to savings in
variable cost. However, APPC goes up by 4% over and above the Baseline growth of 13%. In
High RE, as compared to the baseline, cost is higher by 3% with 10,366 MW additional RE
capacity addition by FY 22. There is an additional ~320 Cr cost increase occurs in fixed costs in
the No Sharing scenario. In the Combination Scenarios, there is 10%-11% increase in APPC due
to cumulative effects. Overall, the deviation in cost is higher in the scenarios with capacity
addition but there is a slight reduction in cost when there is backing down due to savings in
variable costs.
6.3.2 Sensitivity of power procurement costs to changes in input variables
With the high growth in costs in the baseline itself, the sensitivity of costs to changes in input
parameters was done to assess the sensitivity of the power procurement costs to input
assumptions. Table 8 summarises the results and shows that the sensitivity to cost assumptions
is not significant. An overall cumulative cost impact of 7% was observed in Baseline, while a
change of 8.45% was seen in the High RE scenario.
Table 8: Sensitivity Analysis for power procurement cost

Parameter

Values

Changed Range

Effect on Power Purchase
Cost across scenarios in
FY22

Fixed Cost

Escalation: 5%
2% for depreciated
units

-2% to +2%,
+1% to -1% (depreciated
units)

-2% to 2.1%

Variable Cost

Escalation: 4%

-2% to 1%

-3.7% to 1.9%

Solar Tariff

Rs. 3 in FY 22

-1 to +1 Re/unit in FY 22

-0.8% to 0.8% in Baseline
-2.5% to 2.5% in High RE

Wind Tariff

Rs. 3.5 in FY 22

-1 to +0.7 Re/unit in FY 22

-0.4% to 0.3% in Baseline
-1.7% to 1.5% in High RE

Cumulative
Cost Impact

-6.9% to 5.1% in Baseline
-8.4% to 7.2% in High RE
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6.3.3 Backing down across scenarios
Surplus power that is backed down in Baseline ranges from 16,600 MU to 8,200 MU from FY 18
to FY 22. The reduction is due to an increase in demand in the baseline. The backing down
increases with the fall in demand in the Sales Migration scenario and further increases with
increase in capacity in the High RE scenario. Thus the combined scenarios have significant
surplus. This extent and impact of surplus is summarised in Table 9.
Table 9: Backing down across scenarios
Year
FY 18
FY 22

FY 22

Scenarios
Baseline
Sales Migration
High RE
No sharing
Sales Migration + High RE
All Combined

‘Surplus’ Power Backed down (MU)
16,600
8,200
20,600
30,900
11,400
44,400
47,700

6.3.4 Impact of surplus management strategies with High RE capacity
With High RE capacity addition, there the quantum of surplus is more than 30,000 MUs. Thus in
this scenario, with backing down of capacity, the average PLF is 45%. Due to variability of
reliability of RE sources, scheduling on the basis of the Merit Order may not be able to address
balancing and seasonal issues. Thus, impacts of two different fleet management strategies were
assessed using the model. These are:
Strategy 1: Shut down high cost plants
High cost plants were shut down all year, in cases of significant all year surplus, instead of
partially backing down plants. It was observed that Rs 500 to Rs 600 Cr savings were made as
compared to the default strategy of following the Merit order Despatch.
Strategy 2: To facilitate RE integration, thermal generators run at >50% PLF
In order to manage variable and intermittent renewable energy sources, thermal capacity might
be required at 50% PLF or more. In order to meet this need, the surplus power generated can
be sold in the market at a price less than the variable cost of the thermal power plants in
question. Such a strategy as per RATE-AP will incur ~Rs 2600 Cr additional variable cost was
incurred as opposed to shutting down high cost units in the High RE scenario. Thus, managing
variable renewable energy has significant cost implications.
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6.3.5 Revenue gap across scenarios
For Baseline, over 5 years, revenue gap after subsidy increases from Rs. 3,800 cr. to Rs. 32,000
cr. This accounts for about 13%-68% of total expenses. Revenue gap across scenarios has been
captured in Figure 3.
Figure 3: Revenue Gap across scenarios

Due to significant increase in costs in scenarios such as No Sharing and High RE, revenue gap is
higher in these scenarios. Revenue gap in Sales Migration scenario is higher because of fall in
revenue. This is shown in Table 10.
Table 10: Comparison of revenue gap across scenarios
% Excess revenue gap
Sales Migration
over Baseline Scenario

High RE

No sharing

Sales
Migration +
High RE

All Combined

FY 18

10%

12%

15%

25%

31%

FY 22

25%

25%

11%

53%

59%

With the significant revenue gap, across scenarios, the revenue gap can be met by increasing
tariffs or increasing subsidies. The impacts of these two strategies are described in Section 6.3.6
and Section 6.3.7.
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6.3.6 Revenue gap management strategy: Increase tariff to eliminate revenue gap
Without meeting revenue gap, the average tariff increase over five years in Baseline is 7.5%
(HT: 14%, LT: 17%). Average tariff is about 1% (FY18) to 8% (FY 22) lower in Sales Migration
scenario due to reduction in sales.
As shown in Table 11, Sales migration and combination scenarios require the highest tariff
increase to meet revenue gap. On an average such a tariff increase translates to 4-7% tariff
increase per annum. However, skipping tariff increase for 1 year would more than double tariff
increase required next year with accumulating carrying costs. Based on this tariff increase, the
average HT tariff across scenarios is at Rs. 13.26/kWh for SPDCL and Rs. 10.59/kWh for EPDCL.
This is about double of the cost of using an oversized standalone PV system with battery backup
which costs about Rs. 6/kwh for day-time supply.
Table 11: Tariff increase to eliminate revenue gap
Tariff increase required to eliminate
revenue gap over five years

Scenarios

23% to 24%

Baseline, No Sharing

26% to 31%

High RE, Sales Migration

37% to 38%

Sales Migration + High RE, All combined

6.3.7 Revenue gap management strategy: Increase subsidy to eliminate revenue gap
To bridge the Revenue Gap, the revenue subsidies need to increase by Rs. 8,600 Cr. to Rs.
13,100 Cr per year by 2022 (see Table 12). This amount is over and above the Rs. 4000 Cr. If
only 65% of the subsidy payments are met annually, this would result in a revenue gap of Rs.
11,200 - Rs.17, 800 crores by FY 22 as this includes Rs 8,000 crore to Rs. 13,000 crores of
accumulated carrying cost.
Table 12: Subsidy needed to meet revenue gaps
Sales
High RE
Migration

No
Sales Migration
All
sharing
+High RE
combined

FY 22

Unit

Baseline

Revenue Gap

Rs. Cr.

32,100

40,100

40,000

35,600

49,200

50,900

Additional Subsidy

Rs. Cr

8,600

10,900

9,800

8,900

12,900

13,100

Order of magnitude analysis- All numbers rounded off to nearest hundred. Rates specified up to two decimal points.
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6.3.8 Tariff design to manage sales migration
It is observed that the scenarios with higher sales migration have higher revenue gaps. To meet
revenue gaps, ERCs could tweak tariff design to deter sales migration and compensate DISCOM
for lost revenue by the following strategies:
Increase proportion of revenue from fixed charges to reduce energy charges
Keeping the average tariffs constant, the revenue recovered via fixed charges were increased
by 100%. The impact of this increase has been summarised in Table 13. It can be seen even
after doubling the revenue from fixed charges, the variable cost reduction is only about 4%18%. This is not enough to prevent sales migration, as it is still higher than indicative rooftop
solar prices at Rs.5/unit. However, the annual fixed cost payments for 1MW+ consumers
increase of Rs.60 lakhs/year/MW to Rs.1.25 crores/year/MW due to the doubling of fixed costs.
This is comparable to 13% to 28% of capital costs needed for a 1 MW solar PV system. Thus, the
strategy can be counterproductive as the increased in fixed cost might incentivize migration to
captive options.
Table 13: Impact of doubling fixed charges to prevent sales migration
Average per unit fixed
cost in 2022 (Rs./kWh)

Category

Average per unit
variable cost in 2022
(Rs./kWh)

% decrease in variable
cost

APEPDCL

APSPDCL

APEPDCL

APSPDCL

APEPDCL

APSPDCL

HT Industrial

2.08

2.40

5.16

5.50

17%

18%

LT Commercial

1.16

0.92

9.56

9.89

5%

4%

LT Domestic

0.46

0.53

3.08

3.93

13%

12%

LT Industrial

1.54

1.45

6.42

6.47

11%

10%

Overall

1.09

0.77

4.21

3.38

13%

13%

Levy of additional surcharge, concessions for renewable energy based open access:
Concessions for RE open access result in a loss of revenue for the DISCOM since the concessions
are not financed via subsidy support from the state. However, the levy of additional surcharge
generates revenue for the DISCOM due to recovery of a surcharge from all consumers. The
impact of loss of revenue due to removal of additional surcharges is compared with the gain in
revenue due to removal of RE-related open access concessions in Table 14.
Table 14: Impact of additional surcharge and RE related concessions
Percentage change in revenue due to :

EPDCL

SPDCL
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FY 18

FY 20

FY 22

FY 18

FY 20

FY 22

Removal of additional surcharge

-23%

-24%

-26%

-22%

-23%

-23%

Removal of all RE open access concessions

23%

27%

32%

19%

24%

29%

It is observed that removal of additional surcharge results in a loss in revenue from sales
migration of about 22-26% as compared to the sales migration scenario in each year. Removal
of RE rebates results in additional revenue from sales migration of about 29-32% as compared
to the sales migration scenario in each year. Therefore, removal of RE concessions results in a 26% increase in revenue as compared to a levy of additional surcharge on all consumers. Thus,
removal of concessions for some consumers generates more revenue than the levy of a
surcharge of Re. 1/unit for all open access consumers.
6.4 Conclusions
From the scenarios, it is clear that AP DISCOMs may face severe financial crisis in the near
future even in the business as usual Baseline scenario. The financial crisis will worsen with sales
migration and increased RE capacity addition. As compared to the impact of these changes, the
impact of not sharing power with Telangana is not major. Increasing tariffs alone to meet the
revenue gap or subsidy alone to meet revenue gap is not sustainable. There is a need for
transition support, along with efforts by the utilities to reduce the average cost of supply. With
low transmission and distribution losses and relatively low distribution costs, major benefit
from cost reduction will come reduction in power procurement costs. Therefore there is a need
to rationalise future capacity addition and increase efficiency of existing projects.
Sales migration seems to be an inevitable reality and even tweaks in tariff design will not be
able to address it significantly. With the migration of cross subsidizing consumers, more
attention is needed to provide affordable, quality power to small consumers.

7 Way forward
RATE-AP is designed to be a sense-making tool to assess order of magnitude impacts, especially
cumulative impacts of various changes to the electricity utility business. It is hoped that various
actors involved in the power sector decision making process find RATE-AP useful for sensemaking and understanding emerging trends better.
There are some limitations in the current model, most of which are due to data constraints.
With increased data availability and wider consultation, future enhancements to the model are
possible. Notably, it would be feasible and highly beneficial to:
Add fuel related parameters for cost determination: Instead of estimating variable
costs for thermal plants, especially coal powered plants based on escalation rates,
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providing disaggregated inputs for coal quality, coal availability, cost components and
station performance can provide useful insights. This is especially relevant as coal costs
account for more than half of the power procurement costs for coal based station. With
disaggregated fuel data, the impacts of various scenarios such as reduced fuel
availability, rationalizing coal transportation costs, increasing the GST compensation
cess on coal, improvements in station heat rates, improvements in coal quality and
importing coal can be analysed.
Impact of performance improvements: Generation performance parameters such as
station heat rate, auxiliary consumption and secondary fuel consumption can have a
significant on the ARR, and hence are monitored closely by regulators. However, these
have not been modelled in RATE-AP due to lack of data. Similar to fuel inputs, these can
be added to the model once data becomes available.
Provision of disaggregated distribution cost inputs: APERC is one of the few SERCs
which does a disaggregated bottom-up estimate for operation and maintenance costs
based on the assets of the utility. Norms in the recent wheeling tariff order were fixed
on a per transformer, per feeder basis, rather than for the combined operations and
maintenance head. With the availability of latest estimates, this detail can be added to
RATE-AP. Similarly, disaggregated capital expenditure costs especially for new
investments can be added to the model to assess efficacy and impacts.
Category-wise subsidy inputs: As of now, the treatment of subsidies is at a DISCOM
level. With more clarity on category wise subsidies and its impact on the tariffs in the
concerned category, RATE-AP can be modified to provide more detailed subsidy related
scenarios.
Increase user-friendliness: As of now RATE- AP with its multiple input options is a
flexible and dynamic model but it could be made more user-friendly with better helper
functions, more examples and more detailed description of features. With time, a webbased platform can be used to build discourse and facilitate informed discussions on
sector issues.
The model is a framework for analysis of cumulative impacts and took significant effort to
develop. However, input assumptions and model functionality need to be updated periodically
to keep the model relevant going forward.
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